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A Dose of Reality: American Idol 7: The Top 12 - Idol Takes on the Beatles
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Published: March 12, 2008

"Overture, dim the lights! This is it, the night of nights! No more rehearsing or
nursing a part; We know every part by heart."

Opening night -- one of the biggest nights in the American Idol season. This
season, it was even bigger because of the unveiling of a new set of opening
graphics, as well as a new set for the Idols to perform on and around. (But did
they have include yet another spiral staircase?) Clearly, everyone knows that
nights like this come complete with jitters, nerves and surprises. Tonight's big
surprise -- either Chikezie or David A. delivered a knockout performance. Guess
which one...

Some of  the revelations in the Idol  arena weren't  so welcome, including the
mosh pit of waving hands that magically appeared any time someone sang a
ballad.  If  that  goes  away  immediately,  it  won't  be  soon  enough.  Or  the
aforementioned  spiral  stairs  that  the  producers  seem  to  think  make  a  cool
opening shot for some of the numbers. Ill-conceived ideas like that make me
wonder if the producers of this show are in touch with what people truly like to
see. In these cases, it's clear that they think we like a lot of cheese.

Tonight,  the Idols  tackled the songs of  the Lennon-McCartney songbook (for
which Sony/ATV was paid a mint, no doubt), and I was initially excited about the prospects. Then I remembered
that those songs were never remembered for incredible vocals, but more for the incredible lyrics and music. This
night was about who "brought it" -- that is, who brought the most to the songs and did the most with them. The
songs themselves were like musical tofu, in that they took on the qualities and personalities of the people singing
them. Perform them with an original flair and with excellence, and you'll be rewarded. Perform them like you're
auditioning for Six Flags, and you'll be in trouble.

Syesha Mercado
"Got to Get You into My Life"

For the record, I was a big fan of Syesha's when this season began. Like her, I grew up in Sarasota, Fla.,
and I was really pulling for the hometown girl this season. Sadly, the promise of Syesha was a lot greater
than the reality of Syesha. Unlike the previous two weeks, she chose a pretty good song, especially as a
lead-off number for the night and the season. The number is upbeat and fun -- but Syesha responded by
toning down her appearance and standing like an elm tree for the minute or so. It wasn't until she got to
the second verse that she loosened up and unleashed more of her personality and vocals. Unfortunately,
there were enough miscues in that first minute (and not enough energy) that a lot of America likely forgot
about her by the end of the next performance. She'll be lucky to survive this week.

Chikezie Eze
"She's a Woman"

Every season, we witness a breakout moment when a contestant cuts loose and unleashes a stroke of
genius. Last week, we likely saw our first glimpse of that with David Cook's rendition of Lionel Richie's
"Hello." This week, we were treated to Brilliance: Part Two with Chikezie's version of a lesser-known
Beatles number that many people probably didn't recognize tonight. That's because Chikezie (with a huge
assist from the show's arrangers) transformed "She's a Woman" into a bluegrass/Southern rock number,
and then proceeded to sing the lights out of it. Chikezie hasn't had a lot of love from the voters thus far,
and he needed a breakthrough. Tonight he got it, and he should absolutely be safe. One drawback: lose
the vest, which makes me want to call him "KaCheesie" rather than "Chikeze."
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Ramiele Malubay
"In My Life"

Let me know when I can wake up. Everything about this performance was a snoozefest, from the
ill-conceived opening camera angle to the waving hands in the front rows of the audience to Ramiele's
duller-than-dull wardrobe. Granted, it wasn't exactly bad, and she didn't exactly miss any notes. There
just wasn't anything memorable to make viewers want to pick up their phones and vote for her. She's still
my favorite contestant to look at, and I love the soaring voice in the pint-sized package. But when Paula
opens her critique with, "You look lovely tonight," you know it wasn't too good. Ramiele will likely join
Syesha in the bottom three tomorrow night.

Jason Castro
"If I Fell"

Last week I said Jason was a dork. I take that back, because that would give dorks a bad name. This kid's
positively goofy, but he has beautiful eyes and a pretty nice voice. It's just not anything that I'd ever want
to run out and buy on a CD. Tonight he was pretty good again (and that's all I've ever thought he's been,
despite the judges fawning over him), but he wasn't great. I did appreciate how he turned the song's lyric
line a bit and put his own twist on it. Unfortunately, it was somewhat less memorable than the twist he
puts on his face when he reaches for the high notes (and the worse face he makes when he knows he's
missed one of those notes). He's very popular, and he'll skate through to next week. But he really needs
to show some versatility in the weeks ahead if he stands a chance of winning.

Carly Smithson
"Come Together"

Once again, Carly looks incredibly serious when she sings. But once again, she sings so well that most of
us don't care about her facial expressions. (I do, but I'm picky that way.) This was Carly's best song
choice of the season, and she came out of her shell a bit when she performed. For the first time, I really
saw Carly as the star that Paula suggested she was. She commanded the audience's attention and nailed
every note. On top of that, the show's fashion consultants have started to touch up her appearance
(though they can't do much to conceal her ultra-distracting tattoo), so she's so much easier on the eyes. If
this is the kind of performance we can expect out of Carly in the finals, get ready to see her in the final
two or three.(On a side note: a number of folks have criticized Simon for comparing her to Kelly Clarkson.
For the record, he was comparing Carly's surge forward to the way Kelly moved to the front of the pack in
Season 1. To those critics -- lighten up! At least Simon didn't pull a John Lennon and say that Carly was
bigger than Jesus Christ ...)

David Cook
"Eleanor Rigby"

If you hated this performance, I'd encourage you to find a copy on the Internet and listen again. Trust me
-- it grows on you with each listening. Of course, David did flub a number of notes and was pretty sloppy
with his pitch. But for raw rock appeal, he is definitely starting a trend with two straight rock covers of
melodic ballads that set the audience and the judges on their ears. It wasn't the best performance of the
night, but it was good enough that you should now count David among this season's favorites. Another
turn like this next week and David will absolutely belong among the show's elite performers.

Brooke White
"Let it Be"

I like Brooke, but no one this season has been more overhyped than she has. She's good, but I wouldn't
go all the way to great or brilliant. Tonight, she sang one of the Beatles' more popular numbers with a lot
of soul and conviction, though she didn't really bring anything new to it. It started out as a pretty folksy
turn on the classic, but then melded into a straightforward version of the song. She sang it well enough,
but I found myself not caring too much about her. I'd like to see her bring the house down one week, but
I'm beginning to believe that's not the kind of performance she's capable of.
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David Hernandez
"I Saw Her Standing There"

Maybe it's the distraction of the male stripper story, or maybe David's just not as good as I thought. But
he hasn't been very good for two weeks in a row. This time, he chose a fun song and sang it as-is -- and
was completely forgettable in the process. I hated the 80s look and the cheesy dancing. Frankly, it felt a
lot like pretty good Beatles revue that you might see at a Vegas casino -- but that's not really what we're
looking for, is it? David is likely destined for the bottom three this week, and if he survives (which I think
he will), he needs to rediscover the glory of "Papa Was a Rolling Stone" to avoid an exit in a week or two.

Amanda Overmyer
"You Can't Do That"

You might call this, "I Can't Sing Without Screaming," Part Four. I'll hand this much to Amanda -- she
performs very well on stage. But frankly, her largely off-pitch rendering of "You Can't Do That" better
belongs following David's "I Saw Her Standing There" in the Vegas Beatles revue than on the Idol stage.
Of course, when she sang "You Can't Do That," she might have meant, "You Can't Understand Me When I
Sing." Honestly, I've never sat around wondering, "I wonder what Janis Joplin would sound like if she'd
recorded some Beatles numbers." Now I'll never have to muse over that timeless question. It wasn't
terrible, exactly, but her voice is best enjoyed in small doses. This was one dose too many.

Michael Johns
"Across the Universe"

I may have heard this song three or four times in my 41 years, which makes me wonder: "Why did
Michael think this was a choice that would get him votes?" Or did he even think that before he chose it?
Part of me wonders why these Idols select songs based on personal choice without taking into account the
voting base -- that is, if they actually want to win. Michael actually sang better than he has in recent
weeks, but this was such a boring choice that I didn't really care about his voice so much. At least he got
half of the equation right this week: he hit the notes. Next time, he needs to select a song that puts him in
a position to hit a homer.

Kristy Lee Cook
"Eight Days a Week"

First things first: Woe be to the judges for giving advice and then trashing the contestants for taking it.
For weeks, they've been telling Kristy to "go country." This week she did, and they basically told her, "I
know we told you that you should sing country, but you shouldn't have taken us literally," and that this
was "too country." Pardon? Kristy took an enormous risk this week in turning this number into a hoedown,
and it pretty much worked. I still think she's out of her league vocally, but she showed some spunk in
trying to do something different. This won't launch her out of the realm of the bottom half of the Top 12,
but it may save her for another week.

David Archuleta
"We Can Work it Out"

If there's one thing we've come to expect each week, it's that young David will do something special
vocally. Scratch that expectation off the list. In tackling the Stevie Wonder version of "We Can Work it
Out," David forgot something very important -- the lyrics. He constantly looked confused -- even sheepish
-- during the number. In being off-kilter about the lyrics, he then became unbalanced in his vocals, and
the result was horrendous. For anyone else, this would have resulted in a swift kick off the American Idol
stage. For David, it probably only further entrenched his minions in their efforts to propel him to victory.
There's no doubt he's safe, but he needs to start delivering some better performances to keep his
momentum going.

Previous Episodes:
Week 1: Men's Night | Week 1: Women's Night | Results
Week 2: Men's Night | Week 2: Women's Night | Results | Power Rankings
Week 3: Men's Night | Week 3: Women's Night | Results | Power Rankings
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